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Thigh's the limit! Sarah Silverman
wears kinky boots and fishnets at
Turtle Ball
By DAILYMAIL.COM REPORTER
PUBLISHED: 02:45 EDT, 18 April 2017 | UPDATED: 04:12 EDT, 18 April 2017

Sarah Silverman met her doppelganger at the Turtle Conservancy's fourth annual
Turtle Ball in New York City on Monday.

Unfortunately, the dead ringer for the stand-up comedian was only a design on the
wall behind her as she stood on the green carpet.

The 46-year-old seemed to have picked up on the uncanny resemblance, mugging
for the camera beside the image and pointing at it with her thumb. 
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Spot the resemblance! Sarah Silverman met her doppelganger at the Turtle Conservancy's
fourth annual Turtle Ball in New York City on Monday

Amid a claque of swankily dressed celebrities including Mark Ruffalo and Drew
Barrymore, Sarah'd stuck to a casual ensemble.

She'd folded back the cuffs of her red, gold and dark green tartan shirt over the
sleeve-ends of the pale grey hoodie she'd left open on top of it.

The I Smile Back actress had worn a tiny pair of denim shorts over black hose that
spilled into a matching pair of black leather boots.
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Keeping it casual! She'd folded back the cuffs of her red, gold and dark green tartan shirt over
the sleeve-ends of the pale grey hoodie she'd left open on top of it

Drew offered up her signature glowing smile while posing in a flowing dress with
starry white patterns speckled across a black field.

Gaps had been carved out of the dress at the shoulders, and it was hemmed shortly
above the ankle, giving a full view of her ankle-strap stilettos.

The 42-year-old scion of the Barrymore acting family - that of Lionel, Ethel and John -
let her lightly wavy hair tumble down about a pair of green earrings. 
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Coordinating! The I Smile Back actress had worn a tiny pair of denim shorts over black hose
that spilled into a matching pair of black leather boots

Mark trod the green carpet alongside Sunrise Coigny, whom he'd married back in
2000, and the pair of them smiled lovingly at each other on camera.

The 49-year-old's deep purple suit clashed elegantly against his blue shirt, which
he'd worn with a midnight blue tie and a pair of walnut brown shoes.

Meanwhile, 44-year-old Sunrise had got on a pearl grey sleeveless top with a floor-
length beige skirt, plus a cream sash wound about her waistline. 
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Star-studded ball! Drew Barrymore offered up her signature glowing smile while posing in a
flowing dress with starry white patterns speckled across a black field
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So in love! Mark Ruffalo trod the green carpet alongside Sunrise Coigny, whom he'd married
back in 2000, and the pair of them smiled lovingly at each other on camera

Sarah, a vocal advocate of Bernie Sanders during his failed run against Hillary
Clinton in last year's Democratic primary, showed her continued support that day.

She'd been seen out in the NoHo area of Manhattan that day wearing a T-shirt with an
image of Bernie riding a purple unicorn beneath a rainbow.

'BERNIE SANDERS' was written above the drawing, and 'MAGICAL' below it.
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Loyal! Sarah, a vocal advocate of Bernie Sanders during his failed run against Hillary Clinton in
last year's Democratic primary, showed her continued support that day
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'MAGICAL'! She'd been seen out in the NoHo area of Manhattan that day wearing a T-shirt with
an image of Bernie riding a purple unicorn beneath a rainbow
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Comedian. Good one. Just because someone makes you laugh wither stupidity, that does make
one a comedian.

ReplyNew Comment 211

Click to rate

MrFranks, Furlong, United States, a day ago

Silverman just goes to show everyone that just because you have money doesn't mean you have
good fashion sense.

ReplyNew Comment 318

Click to rate

ChicagoLoop, Chicago, United States, a day ago

I like Mark Ruffalo's wife's dress a lot but it needs to be hemmed. Drew looks fantastic.

ReplyNew Comment 32

Click to rate

pbr_streetgang, The Emerald City, United States, a day ago

Silverman seeks attention. I guess her little depression movie wasn't enough. Does this person
actually do any work? Or does she just latch on to men who can help her career?

ReplyNew Comment 624

Click to rate

Paul, Lansdale, United States, a day ago

ow you really stretched to try and find something here dm, and what a waste of effort. she clearly
didn't care about the charoty so why should we?

ReplyNew Comment 010
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MORE TOP STORIES

Bella Thorne shows
off her pierced nipple in
a see-through top as
she poses for a sizzling
social media snap
Showed off her many
piercings

Hailey Baldwin looks
effortlessly stylish in
mismatched lemon coat
and denim shorts as
she recovers from long
weekend at Coachella in
Beverly Hills

Lara Stone displays
her ample assets as she
strips off for daring
Love magazine topless
shoot
Tantalising tangerine
stickers were used to
cover her nipples

Harry's little helper!
Prince and an adorable
young fan open the
London Marathon Expo
in his first appearance
since mental health
revelations

'The flu can be an
amazing diet!' Grateful
Kim Kardashian credits
recent illness for
helping her lose 6Ibs
ahead of the annual Met
Gala
That worked out well

'My FAT driver is
questioning if I am
healthy': Tess Holliday
posts footage of an
Uber driver asking
about her cholesterol,
as size 22 star vows to
boycott 

Just peachy! Rose
Byrne looks radiant in a
vibrant orange frock
and striped bustier as
she waves at fans
outside CBS Morning
Show studios

Something to write
home about! Queen
Letizia of Spain, 44,
dazzles in a slim-fitting
dress to host the
country's top authors in
Madrid 

EXCLUSIVE: 'I hope
she'll have to spend
every dollar on chemo!' 
Minnie Driver's bitter
neighbor, 75, loses
vicious legal battle to
knock down wall 
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'It would kill me': Elsa
Pataky says she dreads
having nude photos of
herself leaked by
hackers and warns fans
not to keep private
images on their phones

Graph shows Ivanka's
clothing sales increased
by 10,700% when
Kellyanne Conway
promoted her on TV - as
outrage grows over
China trademarks

'Is this Cheryl and
Liam Payne's baby?':
Fans go wild with
speculation after pop
princess' hair stylist
shares mysterious
picture of infant

Pregnant Kimberly
Wyatt cradles her bump
as she displays her
incredible athleticism
during dance class...
shortly after
announcing she's
expecting again

Fergie meets acting
royalty: Duchess of
York rubs shoulders
with Kenneth Branagh
at the star-studded
launch of his wife's new
book in London

I'm a frayed show!
Hailey Baldwin and
Kendall Jenner flash
their pins in stressed
denim as they lunch in
Beverly Hills
Back from Coachella

Poppy Delevingne
performs sizzling
striptease in racy red
lingerie as Channing
Tatum and Halle Berry
pop up in Kingsman:
The Golden Circle
teaser

 'I told Oprah Winfrey
to shut the f**k up':
Rose Byrne reveals she
had words with media
mogul on-set of new TV
movie
Australian actress spoke
about the confrontation

'Will my kids be OK?'
Touching moment
Prince William comforts
heartbroken mother-of-
three whose baby boy
and husband died
within five days of one
another

Nina Dobrev cuts a
low-key figure in a
striped Tee aand skinny
jeans while stepping out
in LA... amid rumours
she is now dating
Orlando Bloom
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Horsing around! North
West looks thrilled on
merry-go-round during
aunt Kourtney
Kardashian's birthday
celebrations at
Disneyland

Birthday babe!
Kourtney Kardashian
celebrates her 38th at
Disneyland with ex
Scott Disick, their kids
and North West... hours
after sharing nude snap

'Life is about to
begin... literally!'
Pregnant Rosie
Huntington-Whiteley
shows off her beautiful
bump as she celebrates
30th birthday with
fiancé Jason Statham,
49

'It's funny it was so
overly dramatised':
Warren Beatty
discusses his infamous
Oscars ceremony
blunder and deems the
fuss 'silly'

Fight club! RHOS
rivals Lisa Oldfield and
Matty Samaei shove
each other on the red
carpet in Sydney as
they laugh off THAT art
gallery clash

How you can get Blake
Lively's figure: Try the
star's simple 3-step
workout that targets all
your major muscles in
one session 
Top tips

'Perfect!' Rande
Gerber shares
swimwear snap of wife
Cindy Crawford as they
mark the end of
Coachella music festival
In awe of his wife

'He should write his
own music!' Harry
Styles looks in high
spirits at New York
Rangers game... as fans
accuse him of 'ripping
off' rock band song

Lottie Moss shows off
her model figure in a
skimpy snakeskin bikini
as she pines for
Coachella in throwback
snap
Pining for the sunshine

Those baby blues!
Jessica Biel flaunts her
svelte frame in chic
jumper and figure-
hugging pencil skirt for
The Sinner photocall
Oozed elegance
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She's a natural!
Youthful Elsa Pataky,
40, steps out in a sexy
backless floral frock as
ambassador for
L'Oréal's Botanical hair
care range

Golden girl! Rosario
Dawson shows off her
toned legs in split gown
at Unforgettable
premiere
She plays new trophy wife
Julia Banks 

'The shock never
leaves you': Prince
William speaks of the
moment he was told his
mother had died in
emotional conversation
with bereaved widow

She IS on the guest
list! Meghan Markle is
said to be attending
Pippa's wedding on
Prince Harry's arm
despite her 'no ring' rule
(but there's a catch)

Olivia Munn is 'doing
good and open to dating
again' after split from
Aaron Rodgers while
athlete is 'picking up the
pieces'
New chapter

Hot wheels! Heidi
Klum keeps things
casual in double denim
as she nips around LA
in flash classic
convertible Ferrari after
jetting home from Costa
Rica

When 2 Become... 3!
Spice Girls reunion is
BACK ON now Mel B's
'unnerving' husband
Stephen Belafonte is
out of the picture
Good news for GEM fans

Kris Jenner's fake
home used in Keeping
Up With The
Kardashians hits the
market for $9million
Now is your chance to live
like a reality star 

Highlight of the night!
Olympia Valance
showcases her luscious
blonde-streaked mane
as she attends L'Oréal's
Botanical haircare
range launch

'You know who you
are': Luke Evans teases
on Instagram he has
rekindled romance with
Jon Kortajarena
They certainly made a
handsome couple before
they split
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Buffy The Vampire
Slayer favorite
Charisma Carpenter, 46,
looks ageless in
plunging sheer gown at
Thirst Gala
Went for a daring outfit

Bunny breakdown!
Lisa Rinna cries and
walks off after Kim
Richards returns gift on
RHOBH reunion
The Real Housewives of
Beverly Hills Reunion 

Katie Couric's face
DROPS as she is asked
to weigh in on Megyn
Kelly and Tamron Hall
shake-up at 'Today'
Was all smiles, until she
was asked about drama

Barry Manilow makes
first concert appearance
since publicly coming
out and revealing
marriage to manager
Garry Kief
Took to the stage

Daddy's little girl!
Chris Hemsworth
makes hearts melt as he
lavishes attention on
sweet daughter India
Rose during a day at the
playground

Fulfilling her Promise!
Angela Sarafyan steals
show at film's NYC
screening in glittering
sheer gown
Best known for her turns
as a robotic prostitute

Will Michael Phelps
make ANOTHER
comeback? Record-
breaking Olympian
refuses to rule out a
return to the pool 
Sports icon

'I am still processing':
Shannon Purser of
Stranger Things comes
out as bisexual in
emotional Twitter post
Came out to family and
friends

'Like looking in the
mirror': Blake Shelton
goes platinum blonde
with wig to tease Adam
Levine on The Voice
Shocked viewers of The
Voice

'You made my day!':
Faith Hill surprises
adorable young fan who
sings a duet with the
country superstar
The 49-year-old country
songstress

Alex Jones 'forgot what
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grade his kids were in
during a custody trial
deposition because he'd
eaten a big bowl of
CHILI for lunch,' court
hears

Deliverance!
Previously unheard
Prince track released
ahead of one-year
anniversary of his
death... with more
music to come

Supporting her fellow
angel! Behati Prinsloo
rocks a pair of mom
jeans and a beret style
hat as she attends
Rosie Huntington-
Whiteley's 30th

Kelsea Ballerini
sparkles in cornflower
blue strapless dress by
Zac Posen at 2017
Symphony Fashion
Show
Looking radiant 

Pucker up! Katherine
Heigl's husband Josh
Kelley plants a loving
kiss on her cheek as
she returns to the
spotlight... just four
months after giving
birth

'Don't f***ing talk to
us!': Alison Brie and
Aubrey Plaza are bad
nuns in hilarious trailer
for The Little Hours
Put on an hysterical
performance

'Healing nicely!' The
Bachelor's Lesley
Murphy reveals her post
double mastectomy
body... and says she
feel's 'lucky'
She took to Instagram

It's in the jeans! Model
Jessica Gomes cuts a
casual figure in double
denim as she steps out
in Los Angeles
She casually strolled
through West Hollywood

Lacy lady! Rebel
Wilson wears a one-
piece swimsuit and lace
kaftan as she enjoys
Palm Springs poolside
after catch up with
Hugh Sheridan

Baby, it's cold outside!
Reese Witherspoon
wraps up in a big black
coat as she steps out in
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NYC
She celebrated Easter in
Los Angeles on Sunday

A rose by any other
name! Rachel Lindsay
wears red floral-inspired
gown for first
Bachelorette promo
poster
It's her season

Caitlyn Jenner steps
out after daughter
Kendall revealed her
'heart dropped' when
she first saw her dad as
a woman
Brave face

She sheer is
confident! Victoria's
Secret model Taylor Hill
flashes her knickers in
see-through black
leggings
Strutted in transparent
leggings through LAX 

Diana's STILL blowing
cobwebs off the Royals:
SARAH VINE says
conversation Harry has
engaged with the nation
about mental health was
first started by his mom

Coordinating couple!
Christian Bale and his
wife Sibi match all black
looks at screening of
The Promise in NYC
The 43-year-old Batman
star 

Frilly in florals! Rose
Byrne strikes an elegant
pose on the red carpet
for premiere of Immortal
Life Of Henrietta Lacks
Premiere was in New
York

Own best advert!
Rihanna wears satin
parka with high/low hem
from her Puma
collection to pop-up
shop in LA
She is 29

Not taking a hiatus!
Lena Dunham looks
casual in denim as she
attends star-studded
event... two days after
Girls series finale
Stepping into limelight

Diana and Sir Elton
WEREN'T close, claims
Wayne Sleep: Ballet star
says Candle In The
Wind singer didn't know
the Princess that well
He sang at her funeral
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Diva mommy! Mariah
Carey flashes cleavage
in figure-hugging
ensemble as she takes
twins Monroe and
Moroccan toy shopping
The twins are five

Beaming beauty!
Jennifer Garner is all
smiles as she and son
Samuel grab breakfast
one week after filing for
divorce from ex Ben
Affleck

'In the mornings, we
don't look like that!':
Elsa Pataky insists she
and her equally
genetically blessed
husband Chris
Hemsworth aren't
perfect ALL the time

Taking it in his stride!
Edward Burns rocks
gruff look as he hobbles
in leg brace around NYC
with help of a cane
Stepped out in the Big
Apple

An Unforgettable
sight! Joanna Krupa
steals attention from the
stars in sheer black
dress at Hollywood
premiere
She is getting ready to hit
the small screen 

'Birthday suit!':
Kourtney Kardashian
shares naked pool
picture to celebrate
turning 38
The mom bared it all for
her birthday 

Sofia Vergara displays
fantastic legs in skinny
jeans and heels as she
heads out for a day of
shopping in West
Hollywood
She is 44

'Shopping in my
daughter's closet!':
Yolanda Hadid twins
with Gigi as she
borrows her color block
Versace jacket for day
out
Copycat

What Feud? Catherine
Zeta-Jones wows in
cream three-piece suit
with lacy low-cut top as
she cuddles up to chic
co-star Susan Sarandon
at NYC screening
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'We're not the typical
Bachelor couple': Sean
and Catherine Lowe
reveal secret to their
marital success amid
slew of failed reality TV
couples

'Here's lookin' at you,
Jen!' Reese
Witherspoon pens
sweet tribute to pal
Garner for her 45th
birthday
Instagram snap

EXCLUSIVE: Back to
work! Meghan Markle
heads to the Suits set
after a blissful Easter
weekend holed up in
her Toronto pad with
Prince Harry

Someone eats their
Leftovers! Justin
Theroux shows off his
muscular arms in vest
after getting pumped at
gym
In West Hollywood 

The bling ring:
Omarosa Manigault
shows of her massive
diamond as she arrives
back into Washington
DC after her wedding
and honeymoon 

James Packer's
Hollywood adventure is
over: Billionaire sells
stake in RatPac venture
despite hits The
Revenant, Gravity and
Birdman

'Hills' baby boom!'
Whitney Port talks
'difficult' pregnancy as
she praises fellow MTV
castmates as
'responsible adults'
Six months pregnant

'If it fits, it fits. If it
doesn't, it doesn't':
Curvy model Jordyn
Woods calls for the end
of the 'plus-size' label
as she admits she is
'nervous' about being in
Kylie Jenner's show 

She's back! Alison
Sweeney announces
return to Days Of Our
Lives three years after
'retiring' the role of
Sami Brady 
The 40-year-old actress 

'We are worried about
Rob': Kardashian
sisters watch their
brother's back while
Blac Chyna threatens
split in KUWTK sneak
peek
Rocky relationship
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'I love you so much
mumma, forever': Bindi
Irwin shares touching
tribute to her mum Terri
ahead of Mother's Day
A touching tribute to her
mother 

Traveling in style!
Jessica Simpson rolls
$3,350 Gucci luggage
and pricey Birkin bag as
she leaves kids at home
to jet out of LA with
husband Eric

'It's obviously his
name': Disney assures
Star Wars fans Han Solo
IS his real name...
despite confusingly
hinting otherwise
Fans are STILL in uproar

Shades of grey! Salma
Hayek is a smart
traveler in casual chic
outfit and chunky boots
as she departs LAX
The 50-year-old Academy
Award nominee

 Wynonna Judd's
daughter is in custody
on drug-related charges
AGAIN after pleading
guilty to possession of
crystal meth last year 

'A great missed
opportunity': Mark
Hamill wishes Luke,
Leia and Han could
have shared one final
scene together in The
Force Awakens
Reflecting

The ring is off! La La
Anthony removes
wedding bling as she
steps out for first time
since split from
Carmelo amid claims he
'got a dancer pregnant'

Keira Knightley
returns to Pirates Of
The Caribbean after ten
years as she makes
fleeting appearance in
exciting new trailer for
the fifth installment

EXCLUSIVE:
Disgraced Fox News
head Roger Ailes
slashes the asking price
for his New Jersey
home, days after a
summons arrives for
him

Aloha! Flip Or Flop's
Christina El Moussa
shows off her bikini
body as she hits the
beach in Hawaii
Shared yet another
sizzling snap 
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Mel B sports heart-
shaped pink specs as
she removes laptop and
heaps of files from
lawyer's office in midst
of messy divorce

Proof he's NOT
perfect! Elsa Pataky
reveals her husband
Chris Hemsworth STILL
hasn't learned to speak
Spanish after being
together for SIX years

'I drew a line in the
sand': Jessica Chastain
says she demands to
know salaries of her
male costars before
agreeing to a role
Cover girl

'How did Hannah give
birth to a black baby?'
Girls under fire over
casting of Lena
Dunham's child in finale
episode
Venting on Twitter

So THAT'S how Jay-Z
wooed Beyonce!
Women think creative
men are just as
attractive as handsome
suitors
University of Abertay in
Dundee study

How Lady Gaga's
sleek Malibu compound
made William's
Kensington Palace
study adorned with
family photos look
stuffy and outdated 
Battle of the pads 

Surf's up! RHOBH star
Camille Grammer, 48,
parades her knock-out
body on the beach while
on vacation in Hawaii
Hit the surf in a skin-tight
blue top 

Beauty beyond years!
Calvin Klein celebrates
women of ALL ages in
new campaign featuring
models young and old,
from Lauren Hutton, 73,
to Uma Thurman's 18-
year-old daughter 

Laughing Chelsea
Clinton appears in new
Variety while defending
Clinton Foundation from
fake news and revealing
how she balances being
a mother and her career

Lucky she didn't cause
a car accident! Olivia
Culpo stuns in flannel
dress and fishnet
stockings as she struts
down Hollywood
Boulevard
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Mom-of-two who lost
430LBS and now has to
BLOW DRY her excess
skin to prevent
infections is desperate
to have it removed by
doctors

'She looked really
sad': Kylie Jenner and
ex Tyga have 'awkward
run-in' at Coachella
The pair bumped into
each other at the festival
after their split 

Why I'm shunned by
Hollywood: Richard
Gere, 67, says the
movie studios refuse to
hire him because his
Tibetan activism will
upset China
He's an outspoken critic

Amber Heard's father
reveals she would 'love
to get married' to tech
tycoon boyfriend Elon
Musk who is worth
$11.2bn - but a source
says they have no plans

'She really took the
p*** outta me': Ed
Sheeran confesses he
is stuck with misspelled
tattoo on his arm after
actress Saoirse Ronan
purposely wrote
'Galway GRILL' instead
of 'GIRL'

Viewing figures for the
O'Reilly Factor drop 26
PERCENT after
embattled Fox News
host heads on vacation
amid sexual harassment
claims

She should have
brought the palm
leaves: Braless Sinitta
makes a boob in see-
through top to judge
talent show in London
bar
Simon Cowell's pal

'I love how close we
were': Kim Kardashian
shares throwback video
to mark Kourtney's 38th
birthday
Taking to her website
KimKardashianWest.com 

'She was salty!':
Courtney Love claims
Hollywood legend
Elizabeth Taylor used an
expletive to greet her
when they met at a
Hollywood party

Jennifer Lopez and
Alex Rodriguez 'stay in
gated luxury villa
community where her
ex Marc Anthony lives
in the Dominican
Republic'
Loved-up
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Kevin Spacey will host
Broadway's Tony
Awards for first time...
as actor jokes Neil
Patrick Harris, Hugh
Jackman were
'unavailable'

Damsel in denim: Kate
Bosworth looks chic in
baggy jeans as she
arrives at LAX airport to
a crowd of fans
Unveiled her sunglass
collection at Coachella 

Director's cut!
Giggling Tom Cruise
looks relieved as he
lands in Paris by
helicopter and leaves
set after filming daring
M:I6 - Mission
Impossible scenes

Gina Rodriguez
confirms she'll voice
Carmen Sandiego for
new Netflix animated
series
The 32-year-old Golden
Globe winner

New mom Brook
Power is named
Playboy's Playmate of
the Year, posing nude
on the magazine's cover
just five months a after
giving birth to a son

Go green! Meet the
designer behind the
eco-friendly collection
that is so stylish even
stars like Rumer Willis
and Elizabeth Hurley are
wearing it

Attack of the klones!
Kylie Jenner and Kim
Kardashian look
identical (thanks to the
cosmetic surgeon) in
new topless teaser for
make-up collaboration

Boho chic! Naomi
Watts, 48, looks radiant
and youthful as she
steps out in retro style
outfit in New York
She's known for her
effortless style

Good things come in
threes! Rose Byrne
does frock treble... and
defends her 'white
savior' role in DNA
drama
She joined Oprah

Off again! 'Reunited'
Scottie and Larsa
Pippen to proceed with
divorce after all... but
insist they will remain
friends
It's off again.... again
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Bathing beauty Kate
Upton flaunts her
famous hourglass
figure in skimpy
halterneck bikini on
romantic break with
fiancé Justin Verlander

Tummy trouble! Sheryl
Crow flashes belly
button by accident as
her shirt comes open in
NYC... as news breaks
her 'ex' Kid Rock is
engaged

Richard Simmons
hospitalized in
California while 'battling
severe indigestion' -
marking the first time he
has left home in over
THREE years

Top designer who
created Bjork's swan
dress 'sold stuffed
endangered animals
including a crocodile
and Indonesian pig from
his London boutique'

Ole! Sofia Vergara to
play the feisty flamenco
dancer in new Emoji
Movie
The 44-year-old actress
announced the news on
Instagram 

'If you need me I'll be
here': Ryan Lochte's
pregnant fiancee Kayla
Rae Reid puts bump on
display in tiny bikini
Swimmer's wife-to-be is
taking it easy

Now Sofia Vergara's
ex-fiancé Nick Loeb
accuses her of violating
his First Amendment
rights in latest twist of
legal saga over frozen
embryos 

Classic carryalls! As
Alexa Chung and
Julianne Hough step out
toting stylish straw
bags, FEMAIL rounds
up 24 chic options for
YOU to shop now

Ready, set, splurge!
FEMAIL rounds up uber
luxe, celebrity-approved
beauty buys to spend
your tax return on this
year, including an $800
night cream 

Double trouble! Today
star Savannah Guthrie
soaks up the warm New
York weather while
pushing both of her two
kids around the city in a
large stroller

'You can save so many
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children!': Blake Lively
talks cracking down on
child pornography as
she covers Variety's
Power Of Women NY
issue

Celebrate like
Beckham! Harper, 5,
and Romeo, 14, surprise
their 'happy' mum
Victoria with a birthday
cake and a singalong at
her SoulCycle in LA

Queen Letizia, 44,
looks younger than ever
as she takes to the
stage in a VERY trendy
outfit at literature
awards in Madrid
Wowed the crowd 

'I'm surrounded by
people I genuinely like
to be with': Victoria
Beckham reveals she
'does not have a lot
friends' due to her busy
career

The new Smalls! The
Sandlot child star
Patrick Renna and wife
welcome their first son
into the world
Flynn Maxwell was born
on Monday 

 'I get that from my
dad': Kendall Jenner
reveals she's not as
'girly' as her famous
sisters while looking a
dream in tangerine for
Harper's Bazaar

Carmelo Anthony
'slept with dancer who
is now PREGNANT with
his baby'... as it is
revealed he has split
with wife La La after
seven years
Before pair broke up 

Finding her inner
hippie! Jennifer Love
Hewitt wears
Woodstock 1969 shirt
with ripped jeans as she
takes daughter Autumn
shopping

Janet Jackson's pal
Gil Duldulao says she's
'not a gold digger
seeking a $500M
divorce settlement'
Close friend came to her
defense on social media

PICTURE EXCLUSIVE:
George Michael's
boyfriend Fadi Fawaz
raises a smile as he
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heads back to $6.4m
London mansion
despite eviction
speculation 

Billie Lourd shows off
legs in mini skirt while
hand-in-hand with beau
Taylor Lautner on loved
up stroll with her dog in
trendy area of Venice
Beach

He's engaged! Kid
Rock proposes to
longtime girlfriend
Audrey Berry with large
diamond ring... 10 years
after divorcing Pamela
Anderson

Bikini-clad April Love
Geary, 22, displays her
incredible physique as
she lets her hair down
in the Maldives with
boyfriend Robin Thicke,
40

What a catch! Bella
Thorne models fishnet
top and stockings with
very short skirt and
kinky boots as she
plugs Famous In Love
in NYC
Ditched the green locks

 From winter to spring
in one day! Anne
Hathaway models black
leather before switching
into sheer purple to
promote new film in
NYC 

Now he's ready for his
close up? Chris Brown
happily poses for snaps
as he parties after
'punching photographer
in face'
Smiled for the cameras

Wrapping it up! Lucy
Hale and Ashley
Benson head to GMA in
NYC as they promote
Pretty Little Liars before
big series finale

Jenna Bush Hager
says father George W.
Bush is a 'feminist' - as
she praises him for
inspiring her by saying
she could be whoever
she wanted to be 

Harry Styles FINALLY
breaks his silence on
romance with Taylor
Swift and hints his
debut solo album
contains songs about
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Kendall Jenner

Games Of Thrones
star Lena Headey opens
up about her struggle
with depression, while
urging her fans to forget
societal 'bull***t' and
embrace 'realness'

Crossing the pond?
Lana Del Rey tells
Courtney Love she
would like to live in
London as she appears
on the cover of Dazed
magazine

Advertisement

DON'T MISS
The Prince and the

Lady: William
FaceTimes Gaga from
his London study to her
LA kitchen as part of his
Heads Together drive 
The pair joined forces

Ready for The
Bachelorette! Teen Mom
vet Farrah Abraham
reveals she wants to go
on dating show... after
confirming split from
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Simon Saran

James Corden rips
Star Wars and Girls in
rap battle with actor Riz
Ahmed... who fires back
by branding Carpool
Karaoke king a 'singing
Uber driver'

Teen Mom star
Catelynn Lowell
Baltierra
discusses postpartum
depression a year after
rehab
Spent time in treatment

Ivanka Trump's
fashion empire hits
record highs as it is
revealed company
received trademarks
from China on same day
she met President Xi
Jinping

Oprah throws support
behind CBS in morning
TV ratings war: Winfrey
pops by pal Gayle
King's show to promote
her new film and flirt up
a storm with Charlie
Rose

'I almost killed him!':
Anne Hathaway says
she nearly flew off old-
school slide with young
son when hitting a NYC
park
Was a close call 

Cheeky! Trouser-free
Hailey Baldwin suffers
awkward wardrobe
malfunction as she
flashes her derriere in
tiny T-shirt during post-
Coachella pit stop

'You're an inspiration!':
Kris Jenner pens
birthday message to
daughter Kourtney
Kardashian on 38th
birthday while sharing
rare baby photos

Ready to get wet!
Victoria's Secret model
Elsa Hosk poses in a
bikini by a pool... after
admitting she's hooked
on Keeping Up With The
Kardashians

Prince William gets
emotional after
watching documentary
on mental health as he
says his grief over his
mother's death sparked
his desire to campaign 
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'Harry chose to follow
in Diana's footsteps...
she would be so proud':
Former bodyguard to
princess of Wales says
her 'mischievous boy'
has finally grown up 

'We felt like as much
togetherness as
possible would be
ideal': Sienna Miller
reveals she and ex Tom
Sturridge are still 'best
friends' 

Coachella-goer baffles
social media users with
bizarre 'HALF-jeans'
that leave one leg (and
the wearer's
underpants) totally
exposed
Strange attire 

Beach bums! Miles
Teller and model
girlfriend Keleigh
Sperry put on a cheeky
display as they frolic in
the ocean in Hawaii
Sunning themselves

Jennifer Garner looks
in high spirits as she
enjoys birthday lunch
with a pal... amid claims
Ben Affleck has 'moved
out of the family home
and is dating someone'

She turned a street
into her catwalk!
Joanna Krupa looks
stunning as she models
green jacket and skinny
jeans while strolling in
LA
Model ran errands 

Anna Kendrick has
girls' night out with her
Pitch Perfect castmate
Chrissie Fit in West
Hollywood
Donned casual outfits as
they hit the town 

New dad Benedict
Cumberbatch enjoys a 
walk in the British
countryside... after
becoming a father for
the second time
Leisurely stroll 

He's got a man bun!
Jessica Biel shows off
her hipster son Silas
during stylish stroll
through New York City
The mother-son duo were
in the Big Apple

Busty Kate Upton
channels Marilyn
Monroe in plunging
white bralet and French
knickers as she
performs live striptease
dance for lucky fiance
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Big night? 5 Seconds
Of Summer rocker Luke
Hemmings looks weary
as he leaves Hollywood
hot-spot with Ashton
Irwin
Looked worse-for-wear

'When you let the girls
run free!' Size 22 model
Tess Holliday puts her
curves on full display in
a VERY sheer bra after
meeting her idol Dita
Von Teese at Vegas
event 

The prince of darkness
is back! Shock rocker
Alice Cooper returns for
Australian tour 40 years
after his first trip Down
Under

Katy Perry reveals she
'wasn't allowed to
interact with gay people'
during evangelical
upbringing and admits
there was 'generational
racism' in her childhood

  Jim Carrey shocks
fans with unkempt
Easter selfie after tough
couple of years
following suicide of his
girlfriend
He turned 55 this year

Liv Tyler adds an edgy
touch to her flowing
black dress with a
leather biker jacket as
she steps out for
fashion store opening in
Toyko

SPOILER ALERT: Fate
Of The Furious star
Michelle Rodriguez
reveals her character
won't be playing nanny
to Dom's baby in future
installments

 Pink-haired Pixie Lott
is left with mascara
running down her face
as she gets doused with
water while playing
messy game during
radio interview

'You follow him on
Instagram': Scheana
Marie reveals identity of
new beau to ex Mike
Shay on reunion show
Reality star stunned her
estranged husband 

Sylvester Stallone's
STUNNING daughters
wow in first
international fashion
campaign together, as
the actor calls them
'volcanic and disruptive'

Would you use TAROT
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CARDS to make all of
your decisions? FEMAIL
writer relies on Gwyneth
Paltrow's guide to using
a fortune-telling deck to
make everyday choices 

Classically chic!
Dakota Johnson shows
off her understated
style as she enjoys
lunch with a pal  
The 27-year-old star
shined in a low key look 

Lady Victoria Hervey
shows off her incredible
abs in festival-inspired
crop top bikini as she
relaxes by the pool after
enjoying a weekend at
Coachella

Luann de Lesseps'
daughter Victoria, 22,
arrested for DWI after
'driving without
headlights'
She was pulled over in
The Hamptons 

The Rock and Vin
Diesel 'quash their feud
and get on board to film
Fast And Furious 9'...
after Diesel branded his
male co-stars 'chicken
s**t candy a**es'

Leggy Lily Collins
turns heads in a semi-
sheer thigh-split gown
as she steps out in
London after receiving
'epic' message from
Michelle Obama

Thirsty thief! Drake's
six bedroom,
$7.7million home 'is
burgled by female fan'
who 'ONLY takes
mineral water from
rapper's fridge' before
arrest

Jared Leto goes low-
key in a black surgical
mask and sunglasses
as he parties in the
desert with a bevy of
beauties at Coachella

Katt Williams ordered
to undergo a year of
anger management
classes after pleading
no contest to stealing a
celebrity
photographer's camera

Travelling in style! Sofia
Richie flaunts her flat
stomach in a tiny crop
top as she disembarks
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from helicopter
following wild Coachella
weekend

Air Jordyn! Kylie
Jenner and favorite
sidekick Woods jet out
from Coachella on
private plane
They had just enjoyed a
weekend of partying 

Family getaway!
Harper Beckham looks
angelic in white dress
as she goes hand-in-
hand with doting dad
David at LAX
The whole family

Picture perfect family:
Kelly Ripa and husband
Mark Consuelos wear
matching pink for sweet
Easter outing with their
kids
Attended church service

Rose Byrne puts on a
chic display in floral
kaftan dress as she
takes gorgeous son
Rocco for a stroll in
NYC 
Break from schedule

 Geoffrey Rush's
incredible
transformation into
Albert Einstein is
revealed as he admits
he struggled to
understand his lines

Make-up free Tamara
Ecclestone shops up a
storm with her daughter
Sophia... after she
publicly SHAMES
Beverly Hills hotel for
'horrible service'

Musical adaptation of
Friends is set to hit New
York with songs
including 'How You
Doing?' and 'We Were
on a Break!' 
Back to Central Perk 

The secret of Kate
Middleton's garden:
Kensington Palace's
300-year-old pathways
were carved to align
with the summer and
winter solstices

Bob Harper arrives at
Broadway opening of
Groundhog Day after
recuperating from
recent heart attack
The Biggest Loser host is
lucky to be alive
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Brad Pitt cuts a gaunt
figure as he steps out
ahead of filming new
'hostile' space movie Ad
Astra 
Angelina's ex has lost lot
of weight since split

Booty-ful and casual!
Kim Kardashian shows
off her backside in
sweats and a T-
shirt...from her kimoji
line
A family-filled Easter 

Keeping up with North!
Kim Kardashian
attempts to get her
camera-shy daughter to
pose for a pic and and
dotes on Saint at Easter
party

Sibling pranks! Khloe
Kardashian wishes
sister Kourtney a happy
38th birthday with
embarrassing
video...including a clip
of her sitting on a toilet

Alessandra Ambrosio
gets back to work on
the set of Daddy's Home
2 with Mark Wahlberg
and Will Ferrell after fun
weekend at Coachella 
Reprised her role

Sealed with a kiss!
Mark Ruffalo plants a
smooch on wife of
sixteen years at the
Turtle Ball in New York
Married for 17 years in
June

Chrissy Teigen carries
adorable daughter Luna
for a lunch date with
John Legend in
Hollywood
Looked stylish as ever for
a night out

Love Don't Cost A
Thing! Jennifer Lopez
hugs little girl as she
and beau Alex
Rodriguez visit school
on charity trip to
Dominican Republic

Beaming Jennifer
Garner celebrates 45th
birthday with friends in
Malibu days after filing
for divorce from Ben
Affleck
Party time

A young prince in
turmoil, who he turned
to and who let him
down: The Mail's Royal
expert RICHARD KAY
has the inside story on
Prince Harry's 'total
chaos' 

Hot shot! Model Ashley
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Hart cuts a relaxed
figure as she tackles jet
lag with a dose of
vitamins through an IV
drip
We all have our rituals

'Obsessed with these
undies!' Iskra Lawrence
shows off her famed
curves in barely-there
nude thong with
cleavage boosting bra 
Looked sassy

Forgot something?
Romee Strijd shows off
her taut legs in sweater
dress as she forgoes
pants on Beverly Hills
outing
Pretty in pink

Drew Barrymore looks
gorgeous as she poses
in black gown at star-
studded Turtle Ball
A cavalcade of showbiz
figures paraded across
the green carpet 

'Channeling
Tinkerbell!' Julianne
Hough wears sequined
gown with top knot for
Disney week at Dancing
With The Stars
The 28-year-old chose a
shimmering dress

Leggy Charlize Theron
stuns in smart blazer
and matching LBD at
premiere of Netflix
dramedy Girlboss
This Oscar winner is
indeed her own girl boss

Spicing up her life!
Birthday girl Victoria
Beckham goes through
metal detector as she
jets out of LA... then
gets pat down for
keeping on jewellery

'You are a beautiful
soul': Chris Blue steals
the show on The Voice
with version of
Rihanna's Love On The
Brain
Soul singer

The $20million love
nest? Magazine claims
Russell Crowe is
'making renovations to
his Nana Glen ranch' for
'girlfriend' Terri Irwin
Sprucing things up

'My body fat is higher
than ever... So is my
happiness': Fitness
guru who was bullied
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for her weight as a
child flaunts her
cellulite in a swimsuit 

Harper Beckham sings
Happy Birthday to her
mother in heart-
warming Instagram clip
as she, David and Cruz
pay tribute to Victoria
on her 43rd

'I can't bear it!' Piers
Morgan SLAMS video of
Harper Beckham, 5,
singing Happy Birthday
to mum Victoria... as he
mockingly enquires if
she has an album

Mike Shay says he has
been 'labelled a druggie'
due to Vanderpump
Rules... and accuses ex
Scheana of prolonging
marriage to divorce him
on camera

Bonding moment!
Kelsey Grammer, 62,
and son Jude, 12, wear
spring colors at LA
celebrity golf
tournament
Hitting the course

Cool blonde: Naomi
Watts is classically
stylish in cream dress
with Alice collar and
flounce sleeves at
screening in NYC
A very feminine frock

What a bag, lady! Sofia
Vergara totes $3,800
embroidered Gucci
purse as she makes a
stunning exit from lunch
in Beverly Hills
Modern Family star 

Animal attraction! Blac
Chyna wears cheetah
print tracksuit as she
runs errands in Beverly
Hills
She stepped out in a
head-to-toe animal print 

Justin Bieber's pal DJ
Martin Garrix parties in
the pool on $5M estate
following smash
Coachella performance
Garrix recently defended
his pal Justin 

Carrie Underwood
surprises husband Mike
Fisher as she sings the
National anthem at the
Stanley Cup
Blew the audience away
with her rendition 
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Zoe Saldana dazzles in
jaw-dropping
asymmetrical jumpsuit
as she arrives at Jimmy
Kimmel Live
Guardians of the Galaxy
star

Melania nudges
Donald Trump to remind
him to place his hand
on his heart during the
National Anthem at the
White House Easter Egg
Roll
Barron needed no help

Pretty woman!
Shanina Shaik channels
Julia Roberts' classic
movie character with
leather biker hat and
fishnet stockings at
Coachella
Festival season

Prince's secret life
revealed: New files
show star's house was
littered with pills, police
found drug-laden bag
and he was romancing
ex-Voice singer 

You beauty! Elsa
Pataky unveiled as
ambassador for L'Oréal
Paris hair care in
stunning new
advertising campaign
She is 40

Barefoot and (no
longer) pregnant! Slim
Amanda Seyfried kicks
off her shoes for casual
outing just weeks after
welcoming daughter
Who needs shoes!

Ellen DeGeneres
celebrates coming out
anniversary with
Oprah... 20 years after
first revealing her
sexuality on the icon's
daytime talk show

Harvey Weinstein says
he can rescue the
Oscars by bringing in
Steven Spielberg to
produce it and stop it
looking like a 'variety
show' 

'Family love': Jessica
Simpson kisses
husband Eric Johnson
in heartwarming portrait
of the clan
They have two children
together

Olivia Munn shows off
her fabulous figure on
Cosmo cover... after
split with Aaron
Rodgers
The celebrity couple had
been together for three
years
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'They eat their
veggies': Zoe Saldana
reveals using the Hulk
to get her boys to
behave during chat
show visit
Talking about her kids

Revealed: The VERY
clever body lengthening
technique Victoria
Beckham uses to look
taller and thinner in an
instant
Style expert gives tips

Caitlyn Jenner reveals
she will never have sex
with a woman again -
but says she may sleep
with a man after her
gender reassignment
surgery

Comedian Sarah
Silverman wears kinky
boots and fishnet tights
with denim shorts to the
fourth annual Turtle Ball
in New York City
Leggy lady

She's in the pink!
Crown Princess Victoria
of Sweden is radiant in
a rose lace dress as she
greets Emperor Akihito
at the Imperial Palace in
Tokyo 

Let's lose our stiff
upper lips, says William:
As Harry reveals his
mental torment over
Diana's death, his
brother says he and
Kate will bring up their
children to talk openly 

'Working on my
tipping': Detroit Tigers
star pitcher Justin
Verlander pokes fun at
reports he telegraphed
pitches during loss to
Cleveland

Make-up free Demi
Moore shows off her
quirky style in striped
jumpsuit and multiple
jackets for shopping
outing in New York City
Kooky dresser

Netflix releases dark
teaser for the third and
final season of its family
drama Bloodline
starring Sissy Spacek
A sinister and haunting
37-second teaser 

Forced to relive same
performance!
Groundhog Day star
Andy Karl returns
despite onstage knee
injury for Broadway
premiere of musical
adaptation
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'I'll never be Steve!'
Bindi Irwin and
boyfriend Chandler
Powell 'clashed on more
than one occasion' as
he 'struggles to cope'
with filling her father's
shoes

PICTURE EXCLUSIVE:
Eva Longoria shows off
her flawless figure in a
palm-print bathing suit
as she yachts it up for
husband José Bastón's
birthday

Goddess! Anne
Hathaway shines as she
sports flowing hair and
voluminous off-the-
shoulder gown
Her cheeks were dusted
with rosy blush 

Meet The Stillers!
Funny man Ben takes
his wife Christine Taylor
and daughter Ella to
Groundhog Day
opening night on
Broadway
The musical adaptation 

Bye, bye! Allison
Williams is casual in a
sweater and jeans as
she totes her luggage
day after Girls finale
Sunday was the series
final of her HBO series

Birthday girl Victoria
Beckham is serenaded
by the paparazzi in
sweet video as she
arrives at LAX on her
43rd
Lucky lady

'Andrew is 100 percent
smitten': Magazine
makes bizarre claims
Kylie Minogue, 48, has
been 'quietly dating'
Prince Andrew, 57 after
splitting from fiance
Joshua Sasse, 29

Today's headlines Most Read
Aaron Hernandez 'wrote bible verse John
3:16 on his forehead and smoked
synthetic marijuana before taking...

Aaron Hernandez's lawyer suggests the
disgraced NFL player was murdered as
former agent says there was...

Revealed: Disgraced Patriots star Aaron
Hernandez may have murder conviction
THROWN OUT by killing himself...

The spectacular rise and fall of Aaron
Hernandez: How a boy from a loving family
threw away his incredible...

The sad life of Shayanna Jenkins:
Widowed without being married after she
chose killer NFL star Aaron...

'Personal family matters': Tom Brady cancels
White House visit celebrating Super Bowl win
hours after mentee...

NFL stars and Snoop Dogg slammed by
fans for their gushing tributes of
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convicted killer Aaron Hernandez -...
Dozens of suicides, guard attacks and
a pedophile priest murdered in his
own cell: The bloody history of the...

Principal placed on leave after she 'forced
a first grader refugee to sit half-naked in
her office' as...

'We part ways due to completely unfounded
claims': Defiant Bill O'Reilly issues statement
insisting he did...

Female Fox News contributor defends
embattled Bill O'Reilly as she questions
timing of latest sexual...

Silent partner: How Lachlan Murdoch's wife
Sarah 'convinced him and Rupert to fire Bill
O'Reilly'

Woah baby! Serena Williams reveals she's
20 weeks pregnant with first child (and
even managed Australian...

Former President George H.W. Bush to
spend another night in hospital for
pneumonia

'This has been the hardest week of my
life': Boston Celtics' Isaiah Thomas
speaks out after his younger...

EXCLUSIVE: Inside the hiding place of the
last Cocaine Cowboy - an anonymous rental
near Disney he paid for...

Stop the music! Prince's estate sues his
long-time sound engineer over planned
release of six unheard tracks...

More than 51,000 people a year are
hospitalized by police violence: Report lays
bare staggering rate of ER...

'Harry is a real hero': Duchess of
Cambridge heaps praise on her 'brilliant'
brother-in-law for speaking out...

KATIE HOPKINS: I'm sorry but I LIKE my
Royals calm, cold and ever-so-slightly-
heartless - not oversharing...

Like mother, like daughter: Face scanning
technology reveals the features you're
most likely to inherit from...

White House stalker who went to Malia
Obama's New York internship and begged
her to marry him and even...

Pictured in custody: The self-styled black
Jesus rapper who yelled 'Allahu Akbar
before 'randomly shooting...

'Knowing you care has made me feel better':
Richard Simmons speaks out for the first time
in three YEARS...

'The mother of all marches' begins in
Venezuela: Thousands gather to demand
left-wing president ends his...

ALL-MALE panel 'runs out of time' to end
controversial policy that forces women to
negotiate with their...

'Be terrified': Muslim man films himself
entering Christian conference in South
Dakota, then showing off his...

Are these the LEAST romantic proposals
ever? People reveal the worst possible
places to pop the question...

Boy, 7, left bruised and battered after
being 'beaten by his New York school
principal for being disruptive'
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